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About This Game

The Darkness is the Game that will keep you in constant tension. You have to play for Wilson Walker who decided to return to
his old country house, away from the big city. But then our hero discovers that in his house there are some quirks and strange

things. And only your restraint and composure, to help Wilson survive in this difficult situation.
**

The game offers excellent music and a unique atmosphere. You will have to find batteries for your flashlight, keys to locked
doors etc.

**
Our team had a task to do a good optimization of the game. I want to say that we did it. The minimum requirements of the

game, proof.
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Title: The Darkness
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ruaz.404
Publisher:
Ruaz.404
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB of VRAM Shader Model 3.0 and above

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: 32bit windows users need to ensure they have at least 4gb of ram usable on their system.
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I don't know if I should rate this game good or bad.
(Main Level)The first part of the game is good you wake up hear crying and it kind of get intense for a small portion
There are only about 4-5 jumpscares in the game maybe more which are decent some are more scary than others
Once you have witnessed all of the jumpscares you have to find an item (Don't want to spoil) once you do that
you escape. But here are the problems for a game with the price it is I'd say it is worth $1.00 or $1.99 because it takes less than
30 minutes to complete maybe 10 if you know what to do. But what I wish we got to see is an explaination of why and how this
deamon got to this person's house there is no backstory behind the monster. There is a cave level I haven't played yet which may
be better and hopefully takes more than just 20 minutes but I'm reveiwing the main game.
If they add an update that maybe expands the house to have more length to the game it would be worth replaying because right
now I'd only replay it to do a speed-run I wish there was a in between reccomendation but there isn't so I have to use the non-
reccomended but I'm actually in between with this game
I'll give it a 2.5\/5 If they add more length to the game and keep doing the jumpscares like they did I might give it a 4 or 4.5\/5.
p.s. just checked I beat the main game in 7 minutes.
Okay new levels came out recently and.... Have no idea how to find the key in the new house level the floor levels are just noise
and at the end a girl or this other thing just pops up....
The most you get are just noises. Now the main level is okay like I said but that can take 7 minutes but the new house level can
take time because your going to search for hours to find the key. I know the developers are trying to make a good game but the
problem is that they just keep adding noises. I think the game would inprove if they added these things.
-Levels tie to one and other
-More scares and less random noises
-More text or voice acting
-History behind the deamons
-More detail into the monsters
-Levels with chase scenes
-Having to hide every once in a while
-Fight Mechanics
-Longer kevels
-Highlight certain objects
-Better Animations
-Better Endings
Now i'm not saying that every single thing on my list should be in the game but at least a few because it will really inprove the
game and I hope the developers can do some because I know they are trying to make a good game which they can if they try to
fix a couple problems. If you want a quick scare than I'd reccomend it now but if you want a game like I listed up above I'd
reccomend to wait and keep tabs on the updates and things like that because i know I will to check out new features but for right
now the game is not the best it could be.. Just an asset flip with random cheap jump scares added!. Graphics of this game are
pretty good for a indie and the jumpscares come at great times, you really dont know when there about to happen. Its a very
short game it took me about 10 minutes to complete and for that reason I don't think its quite good enough for the price hense
why I have put a thumbs down. The sound is good however at times the volume is so load its the volume that scares you and not
the image. It has potential I just wish they took a bit more time into the story. Take a look at the full walkthrough here. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zAp5_hqMjQg. This was a pretty bad game I mean it had one or 2 jump scares that
actually got me the rest of the game was just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but it's just what I would expect from an
asset flip like this. I obviously can't force you not to buy this but just know that you've been warned. 2\/10. What's up guys, it's
your favorite Cloud Ninja CJay and I just completed this game. Overall, I think it was a good game, very decent for a quick
game for quick jumpscares. One thing though, it had 1 minor issue that I think some will see when they play it. It was rather
short and I feel like a lot of the scary was from the loud audio. I would give this game a 6\/10 meaning that it is worth the price.
Check out my playthrough: https:\/\/youtu.be\/mILZPvtOl9w
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